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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
SOLOMON GODDARD AND HE}NERY WARH'IE}LD, OF TERUXTON, NIH}W YORIK. 

TRAILSTING A1N']D LOWIETERING. CATRIRTAGE--'TOBS. 

Specification of Tetters Patent No. '?', 100, dated February 19, 1850. 

70 ?a// ?¢Ä0???: ??? ???¢?/ 00??cé7?? : ~ 
. Be it knoWn that We, SOLOMION GODDARD 
and HEN RY WARFTELD, of the willage of 
Truxton, in the county of Cortland and 
State of New York, have invented a new 
and useful improwement in Carriage-TOpS; 
and we do hereby declare the following tO 
be a full, clear, and exact description of the 
construction and Operation• of the same, ref 
erence being had to the annexed dra.Wings, 
making part of this specification. 
The nature of our invention consists in S0 

connecting the jointed braces upon the Out 
side of carriage tops at their lower extremi 
ties, as that When One of the jointed braces 
is thrown back the cOrresponding One On 
the opposite side Will also be thrOWn back · 
by the same effort. Construct the carriage 
top in any of the knOWn Or uSual forms, 
hawing the jointed braces placed in the 
usual position. Place a metallic rod or Shaft 
(A) along the back of the Seat behind the 
cushion, and projecting upon each side Of 
the carriage top Sufficiently far to form a 
Support for the lower extremities of the 
jointed braces at (B). 
Thé shaft (A) is secured in its place by 

boxe& «C) near each extremity in Such a, 
manner as to alloW a rotary motion. Joint 
ed braces (ID) of the usual construction are 
used, but instead of their playing upon a, 

| journal at (B), attach their lower extremi 
ties firmly to the ends of . the shaft (A) 
either by welding, or by Squaring (as shoWn 

at (B) ) the end of the shaft, and the hole through the jointed brace. 
It is obvious that when one of the jointed 

braceS is thrOWm back, or for Ward, motion 
iS communicated through the shaft to the 
brace upon the Opp0site side, and thus the 
tOp may be let down, or braced up by reach 
ing only to the jointed braces upon one side 
Of the tOp, instead of reaching alternately 
tO the braces upon both sides, as heretOfore. 
The adwantage of Our invention consists 

in WOI'king the jointed braces upon both 
SideS Of Calash topS by one and the same 
effort of the hand.' 
We do not claim the use of lewers or han 

dleS upOn the inside of carriage tops con 
nected With the jointed braces upon the out 
t', for the purpose of Working the braces, 
ut-- 
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All that We claim as of Our invention, and ? 
which we desire to-hawe Secured to us by 
Iuetters Patent, is 

Connecting the jointed-braces upon Oppo 
Site SideS Of carriage tops, by means of a 
Shaft (A) or rod passing back of the seat, 
in such a manner, that the braces may be 
Worked simultaneously upon both sides, Sub 
Stantially as herein described. 

SOLOMON (GOIDDARD. 
HEN]RY WARE'IEID. 

Witnesses : 
HALLAMr E. TANJ, 

. THOMIAS B. HURD, 
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